
Stone and marble emerge clearly 
and frequently as a new classic, 
even if in an updated version: a 
language that tells of harmonies, 
undertones, refined textures and 
valuable details. 

100 * 100

10P2142



10P2142
100 * 100

Surfaces offering a sophisticated appearance 
that requires cutting-edge production capacity, 
for which, however, a purely technological 
approach – albeit to the highest levels and able 
to effectively express veins, contrasts and 
nuances – cannot, perhaps, suffice alone.



Bring the beauty of marble to every 
room of your house. The 10P2167 
colour range is matched by the 
unequaled durability of porcelain 
tile.

100 * 100

10P2167



Combine the beauty of marble with the practicality 
of porcelain tile. The 10P2167 includes one  of 
marble’s most classic and sought after looks.

10P2167
100 * 100



Create a luxurious marble-like look 
in any room with the 10P2210 tile 
collection. Crafted from durable 
porcelain and ceramic, this glossy 
tile and its available trim present a 
snow-white backdrop infused with 
veins of rich black. The classic 
versatility of 10P2210 brings 
distinction to traditional and 
modern rooms from the kitchen to 
the bath and anywhere else within 
your home where Carrara tile would 
shine.

100 * 100

10P2210



Nothing compares to the authentic look of 
natural stone. With naturally occurring 
variations, no two pieces are exactly alike, 
so your design will always be a 
one-of-a-kind work of art. 

10P2210
100 * 100



In a stunning, black color with 
white veining and mineral deposits 
that deepen the color, this polished 
marble tile adds unique color and 
style to walls and floors.

100 * 100

10P2219



The 10P2219 porcelain design represents sophisticated French 
marble in shades of white, black and grey. The floor tiles would 
serve a shower surround, exterior setting or kitchen beautifully. 
Organic shapes and streaks in coordinating shades result in a 
smooth, subtle design.

10P2219
100 * 100

BEAUTY IN LIFE



This onyx is actually ivory in tone, 
providing a warmer, softer look for 
those that want to stay away from 
white onyx. 

100 * 100

10P2282



10P2282
100 * 100

The covetable look of onyx is both timeless and contemporary—as a simple 
and beautiful base, it takes on the style characteristics of its surroundings. 
10P2282 offers the versatility of onyx in durable porcelain and ceramic.

Stone materials are back in the 
spotlight once again in the 
82P2282 design: top – class 
natural onyx from the most 
renowned quarries in Europe 
whose typical nuances of color 
and original veining.



Our brain encode the details we love 
and the colors that make us good 
feeling.

100 * 100

10P2318



10P2318
100 * 100

With its dynamic look, the 10P2318 tile 
exudes elegance. Built for drama, this 
design features modern patterns and 
veining that accent its beautiful 
coloration.



Sophistication and elegance 
inspired the look and feel of the 
10P2341 design.

100 * 100

10P2341



The classic beauty of natural Onyx, in an reclaimed, design to 
compliment any space, and be the focal point of any room.

10P2341
100 * 100



Both timeless and bold, these 
whimsical tiles give new life to your 
home.

100 * 100

10P2379



Glamorous patterns, subtly stunning colors and 
original textured effects make up 10P2379. You’ll 
be encouraged to rethink how you see tile design 
when you explore the finer points of 10P2379.

10P2379
100 * 100



For an all-white look that’s 
surprisingly cozy, 10P2391 marble 
is a gorgeous choice. Create a 
soothing, monochromatic look 
using  it or pair it with other 
collections so it functions as an part 
neutral. 

100 * 100

10P2391



10P2391
100 * 100

10P2391 is a classically beautiful white marble. 
The brushed finish of this stone brings out the 
icy-white background and pearl-grey and white 
movements on its surface, emphasizing the natural 
patterns the 10P2391 design is known for. This 
brushed marble floor tile collection, complete with 
trims and finishing pieces, is perfect for using 
togethertogether for a cohesively crisp and comfortable 
look.



Dark and dramatic. This gray tile 
design brings elegance to any home 
and pairs perfectly with a variety of 
grey or white tiles, furnishings or 
accessories. Completely transform 
your space with this 
modern-yet-neutral shade.

100 * 100

10P2395



Choose colors that you love or that evoke the emotion you are 
hoping to achieve in each space.

10P2395
100 * 100



Add an unmistakable sophistication 
to any room with this sleek, marble 
inspired, polished porcelain.

100 * 100

10P2401



10P2401
100 * 100

10P2401 is the consummate modern tile, designed for years of exquisite and 
functional use. Stunning high definition technology produces beautifully 
tiles in subtly sophisticated. 



The 10P2412 design is a versatile 
favorite with its  warm-brown . Due 
to its low color variation, this tile is 
a reliable choice for tiling large 
areas and high-traffic spaces like a 
living room, kitchen or entry. 

100 * 100

10P2412



The 10P2412 design lends a warm and 
welcoming look to your home that you’ll 
be happy to spend time with every day.

10P2412
100 * 100



100 X 100







It’s easy to achieve the authentic 
appearance of cement with this 
porcelain floor tile. Available in dark 
and light grey.

100 * 100

HANIS
Dark Grey



Hanis dark grey is inspired from the 
connection of past and present 
architecture. The combination of ancient 
rocks used to build fortresses with modern 
design and technology gives this product a 
unique look with a contemporary twist.

HANIS Dark Grey
100 * 100



The dabbled tones of these  
porcelain floor tiles evoke a true 
industrial cement floor. This neutral 
tile series is right at home on 
kitchen, entryway, living room, 
bathroom and laundry room floors . 
Hanis light gray can be paired with 
any number of other tiles or 
decorative styles—its matte color 
add interest while remaining 
timeless in your home for years to 
come.

100 * 100

HANIS
Light Grey



A versatile design in its own right, you can use it on its own to get a cool, industrial look.

HANIS Light Grey
100 * 100



100 X 100







10P2133 embodies quiet, 
uncomplicated beauty - the ideal 
backdrop for your everyday life. 
10P2133 reminds you  to appreciate 
life's simple pleasures. This durable 
porcelain stoneware range offers 
one sublime neutral shades to 
compliment your home.compliment your home.

100 * 100

10P2133



The timeless beauty of natural stone captured in a 
ceramic body to create the perfect equilibrium of 
elegance and versatility.

BEAUTY AT HOME

10P2133
100 * 100


